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References Category:Excel softwareQ: What should be the default scopes for the Users and Gogs users? I'm trying to setup a minimal Go application which uses the Gogs go-
server API. I've gone through the documentation for the User object ( ) It's there where I found out about the different scopes: create admin read write I'm not sure what should
be the scope for Gogs users. Is it better to use create or read? I can't find anything in the docs for the Gogs API about it. A: It's not Gogs specific, the same scopes also apply to
the auth.User type in Go. Your best bet is to always set the scope as create, which is the default. It's also more secure, since it will force requests to be signed using a private key
(that only you have access to) rather than a public key. Q: Weird Line in Admob Banner I have an admob banner. However there is one line on the left hand side of the banner
where there is nothing there. I have set the visibility to VISIBLE and I have checked if anything is drawing over the top of it, but it isn't. Here's my XML:
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